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ORDER SHEET FOR MAGISTRATE'S RECORDS. AdV:

DISTRICTS : SONITPUR

IN THE COURT OF SESSIONS JUDGE, SONITPUR AT TEZPUR

MISC. (CRIMINAL (Bail) Case No. 106 ot 2O23

Anuwar Hussain, Petitioner VS. STATE OF ASSAM.

Sl. No. Date order Signature

01-03-23 This is an application u/s 438 Cr.p.C. filed by

accused Anowar Hussain, seeking pre-arrest bail in

connection with Tezpur PS Case No. 3ZlZ3 u/s 20(b)(ii)

(C)129 NDPS Act, corresponding to GR case No. B0lZ3.

I have heard the learned lawyers appearing for

both sides. Also gone through the case record.

The allegation in the FIR is that based on specific

information, police recovered large quantity of narcotic

drugs have been transported in a light Motor vehicle

bearing registration No. AS 12 Q4027 white colour Maruti

Swift from Koliabhomora Bridge towards Tezpur town and

accordingly, dt about t2.35 PM, the suspected vehicle

was stopped and checked at NAKA Checking point at

Paruwa Chariali and four persons namely, Md. Bahar Ali-

22 years, Ansuma Basumtary - 30 years, Sri Dibyajyoti

Rabha- 21 years and Sri Dumarlal Panika - 30 years were

caught red handed and after interrogation they disclosed

that they brought 25 kgs of suspected ganja for selling to

Anuwar Hussain at Gotlong Nampara and as shown by

Dumarlal Panika they proceeded to the house of Anuwar



Hussain, Gotlong Nampara and they found a box half

covered under earth in the newly constructed house of

accused Anuwar Hussain, 5 Nos. of packets wrapped with

white colour polythene and on measurement of the same,

found total 25 kgs 759 grams of suspected ganja and

seized the same in presence of witnesses.

Learned counsel for the State Ranjana

Chakrabarty vociferously opposed the bail prayer of

accused citing that there is direct implicating materials of

accused having been involved in dealing with contraband

drugs of commercial quantity as during raid police based

on information provided by one co-accused raided the

house of accused and found ganja having been stored in

a box in his newly constructed house kept concealed half

with earth.

Learned counsel Mr. F. Haque appearing for the

accused person however contends that accused has been

wrongly framed by police as drugs were not recovered

from the possession of his client so his client may be

released on bail.

Having heard the rival contentions of the learned

llawyers appearing for both sides and on careful perusal
I

lof the case diary, it appears that there is sufficient
I

laccusation against accused Anuwar Hussain showing his

complicity with the offence of dealing with contraband

drugs which were more than 25 kg and it comes within

the category of commercial quantity.

Since more than 25 kgs of contraband drugs

have allegedly being seized by police from the newly



constructed house of accused Anuwar Hussain kept half

concealed with eafth by him and there is sufficient

accusation against the accused having been involved in

dealing with contraband drugs which is punishable with

Rigorous imprisonment for a term which shall not be less

than 10 years but which may extend to 20 years and

shall also be liable to fine which shall not be less than

one lac rupees and which may extend to two lacs rupees.

Since, police recovered more than 25 kgs of

suspected ganja from the house of accused Anuwar

Hussain, the complicity of accused in dealing with

commercial quantity of drugs appears in writ large in the

case diary.

Under these circumstances, this court do not

consider it a fit case to extend the benefit of pre-arrest

bail to accused Anuwar Hussain.

In the result, the prayer for pre-arrest bail stands

rejected.

Let the case diary be returned.

The bail application is accordingly stands

disposed off.

(C.8. Gogoi)
Sessions.ludge,

Sonitpur, Tezpur


